École Quarterway School Climate Matrix

Responsible

I walk quietly.
I take of my hat
as soon as I
enter the school.

I walk in a
straight line,
leaving a space
as I follow the
person in front of
me.
I use the correct
entrance and
exit

I look ahead.

Safe

I am…

Respectful

Hallway

I keep to the
right.
I have my hands
at my side.

Washroom

School Yard

I am calm.

I wait my turn
and I share the
playground.

I respect others’
privacy.
I use the closest
washroom.

I listen to
supervisors.
I meet my
family at the
front of the
school.
“I think before I
act.”

I flush the toilet.
I report concerns
to an adult.

I use the
garbage cans
I help those in
need.
I line up
promptly at bell.

I wash my hands
with soap.
I go straight to the
bathroom and
back.

I play in
designated
areas.
I report unsafe
situations.
I keep my
hands to
myself.
I look both
ways before
using the
crosswalk.

Context
Assembly
Classroom
I enter quietly.
I sit and listen
with my body.
I applaud politely
and participate
when asked.
I sing the anthem.
I use the
washroom before
or after the
assembly.
I follow the
presenters’
instructions.

I keep my hands
to myself.
I wait for my
teacher to give
directions before I
exit with my
class.

Inside for
Recess

I listen to the
speaker.

Field Trips

Electronics
I turn my personal
electronics off
between 8:30 am
and 2:40 pm.

I raise my hand
& wait.

I am quiet.

I listen to
facilitators.

I get up at
appropriate
times.

I take turns.

I am extra polite.

I share.

I raise my hand
& wait my turn.

I call from the
office if I need to
speak to my
parent.

I return
permission slips
on time.

I use devices for
learning purposes
and with teacher
permission/
supervision.

I use my inside
voice.
I am on time.
I am prepared.
I take care of
items and
personal spaces.
I keep our work
spaces neat &
tidy.

I walk.
I sit safely.
I keep my hands
and feet to
myself.
I follow class
expectations.

I choose a quiet
activity.
I clean up when
I’ve finished or
when the bell
rings.

I stay where I
am for the entire
time.
I ask the
supervisor
permission to go
to washroom.

I am a proud
representative of
our school.

I stay with my
group.
I listen to the
people in
charge.
I ask permission
to go to the
washroom.
I follow the rules.

I choose
appropriate
content (e.g.,
songs, images).
I visit only
teacherapproved internet
sites.
I photograph and
record people
only with prior
consent.

